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Vol. xxxii.] Rain-Gods and Rain-Charms. 

VI. - Greek and Roman Rain-Gods and Rain-Charms. 

BY PROF. M. H. MORGAN, 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 

FEW studies are more fascinating than the comparative 
study of religions and rites. There are, however, two special 
dangers in it, to which many have fallen victims: namely, 
the danger of formulating general principles from very scanty 
materials, and the danger of attributing to a people, through- 
out its whole history, a rite which, so far as our evidence goes, 
was practised in only a single period of that people's history. 
Against these, the investigator should ever be on his guard. 

To come at once to the topic of which I propose to treat: 
if one turns to general manuals such as that of Preller or 
of Roscher, or to more special works like Frazer's Golden 

Bough and his Pausanias, or Farnell's Cults of the Greek 
States, - all of which I mention honoris causa, -one gets 
the impression that rain-charms and prayers to rain-gods 
were very common among the Greeks and Romans. In 
such books the seductive 'passim' and its fellow-charmer 
'for example' are hardly ever followed by more than two or 
three references to the authors, and yet upon these is com- 

monly based some generalizing statement which gives the 
reader his mistaken impression. For is it not mistaken ? 
I ask the reader to try to recall any passages in the authors 
that deal with rain-gods and rain-charms, and I should be 
surprised if he could think of half a dozen. At least, I had 
no better fortune when my attention was called recently to 
the subject. Consequently I set to work to collect all the 
passages in the authors and in inscriptions which touch upon 
it, and I submit them here because they seem not to have 
been gathered before. The Greek and the Latin are arranged 
separately. 

Before coming to prayers and charms, the phrase vet Zev'5, 
which occurs in early authors, should be mentioned. In this 
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phrase, Zeus is recognized as a god that rains, but nothing 
is necessarily implied about a prayer to him. It occurs in 
Homer (be Zev1, RI. 12, 25; Od. 14, 457), Hesiod (Ze?v iot, 

Op. 488), Alcaeus (ivet Zei?, 34), and Theognis (Zes V iov, 25). 
Similar to them are three later passages. The first is in 
Herodotus (2, 13), to whom the Egyptian priests said that el 
b' ?OeXXoreL a4ot (i.e. the Greeks) vetv 6o eo dXX\\ aXtX L &a- 

xpaa-Oat, XtulJ ol"EXXrves? alpeO4orovTrat ov y,ap ;4 or-t fo-ar 
viSaTro ovSe/tua adXrX aroo-rpoqr) ort j) e/c rovo Aot\ uoLyOVov. 

The second is in Isocrates (Busiris, 13) and much to the 
same effect, for he is speaking of Egypt: 'r&v ryap o/i/pwv 
Kcal rTv aucXtu&v To? tz i V aXotXX o Ze?\ Tz/Apta; Ecatv, EKeevwvo 

e scaoTro; aoreprOTpv T0ovrTv avro' avr Tcv ptoc KcaO'rrTK/ev. 

That is, they use the Nile at will for irrigation and need no 
rain. 

The third is part of the chatter of Theophrastus's garru- 
lous man, who will tell you over the wine that e' 7rotrfoetev 6 

Zebu iv86p 7rXelov, Ta ev 'Tr ryj /3eXrTio o'vOata (Char. 3). But 
in none of these passages, from Homer to Theophrastus, is 

anything said about prayers to Zeus. I come next to prayers 
to him and to other gods. 

So far as the classical period is concerned, this part of my 
treatise must be like the famous chapter on ' Snakes in Ice- 
land'; for I find no allusion to the subject in classical Greek 
literature. In the later literature and inscriptions, Zeus wor- 

shipped as a rain-god has the titles of ve'toT, O81f/3pto, and 

a7rrTjto,O ; possibly also afeto;L, 'EXXrjvtoq, and HIaveXX\\7Lo . 
The earliest occurrence of any of these titles is in Lyco- 
phron's Alexandra (I60), written probably about 295 B.C.l It 
is but a casual mention. The poet is speaking of Pelops 
whom 

CrretLX 'Epex9evs; els Aerptvatovs yva) 

Xcvpav &\erpcv'ovra MoA7rtLos 7rerpav 
rov ZrvT &8aLtTpvOeVvTOs 6O/pplp Steas. 

From Tzetzes on this passage we learn that Molpis was an 
Elean who after a long drought allowed himself to be sacri- 

1 Even if the date 274 (in Christ, Gr. Litl.3, p. 540) be preferred, our passage 
still remains the earliest. 
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ficed to Zeus Ombrios, and that the grateful Eleans built a 

temple to the god and set up a statue of the victim therein. 
This instance, therefore, belongs to mythical times, and so 
does the second, which is recorded in the Parian Chronicle, 
composed'in 264 B.C. Here we read that Deucalion took 
refuge from the flood in Athens with Cranaos: 

AevKaXtowv roub oiL/3povs f v7yEv C y AVKO)pciae el 'A6Wrva? 

7rpo[? Kpava]ov, Kal Tov At^o[?s TO]v o,u[/3ptov a t7rTYi]U[i]ov TO 

ipOv i8[pv;aa7]o [Kca] T\a arfTpLa 'SvOvev (C.I.G. 2, 2374, 
p. 300; Flach, Chron. Par., p. 2). 

We know nothing more of this lpov, and consequently have 
no evidence that prayers for rain were ever offered at it by 
the Athenians. As Flach notes, it may be that the compiler 
of the Chronicle thought (or drew from his sources) that the 

Olympieum was originally dedicated to Zeus Ombrios Ape- 
mius; cf. also Curtius, Stadtgeschichte, p. xl, 5. 

With the next reference we come to firm ground in histori- 
cal times. In the island of Cos there was an association, the 
members of which marched in processions and held sacrifices 
in honor of Zeus veTtOr -we are not told when, but pre- 
sumably when rain was wanted. Our sole evidence for the 
existence of this association (or indeed for any processions of 
Greeks who wanted rain) is an inscription containing the 
words: '8oTe r t KCOLIv TCv -vt1uropevoevwvro 7rapa A[i'a 
v]etiov. The body of the inscription consists of a statement 
of honors conferred upon two members of the society because 
Ta re iepta rco[t] Alt e'eOvrav ca' ctvveveo-avro Tav Ovalav TOv 
Atos, and for other reasons of no consequence to our present 
topic. The date is supposed to be somewhere between 260 
and 200 B.C. It has been frequently published (e.g. Ross, 
Inscr. Ined. 175 ; Paton and Hicks, 382; Collitz, 3718; Ditten- 
berger, Sylloge2, 735), and the string of references thus 
accumulated has apparently led certain modern writers to 
suppose that rain-processions were not uncommon among the 
Greeks. 

Here I must leave Zeus for a moment to speak of prayers 
to the If2pat or Seasons. According to Philochorus (ap. 
Athenaeum, p. 656 a), the Athenians rat' "'pat OlVovTre9 oUK 
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OwrrTtaLv, tXX' e'cov-t Ta Kpcpa, 7rapatTrovt.evot Ta ea 8 7retp'ye 
Ta wrepticKeXX?7 IcavarLa /cal TOv; avXl,ov9, ycera &e T?71s av/uLeTrpov 

0ep,/aoa'laS ca,l VSaTWoV ApaiOwr KTeXeir r7-a vo6peva. Here we 

have boiled not roasted meat 1 offered to the Seasons, accom- 

panied with a prayer that they would avert excessive heat 
and droughts, and send moderately warm weather and season- 
able rains. The kind of offering (and it may be noted that 
here only are we told what was sacrificed on the occasion of a 

rain-prayer) seems to show that Philochorus is not referring 
to the worship of the Seasons in conjunction with Apollo or 
Helios, either at the Pyanepsia or at the Thargelia, yet it 

may be that our information about the offerings at these 
festivals2 is not sufficiently full to warrant us in definitely 
concluding that he is thinking of some other occasion. At 
all events it appears probable from his language that this 

worship of the Seasons was an annual rite, and it was obvi- 

ously going on in his day. Philochorus flourished between 

306 and 261 B.C.,3 so that chronologically this worship rests 

on earlier authority than does that of Zeus Hyetios in the 
island of Cos. But we can hardly think of the Seasons as 

rain-goddesses, and indeed our passage shows that what was 
asked of them was seasonable weather rather than mere rain. 
This prayer was based upon the various conceptions of them as 

expressed in the Iliad (5, 749 ff.), where they are warders at 
the gates of heaven, having commission "to throw open the 
thick cloud or set it to." Naturally, therefore, they would be 

thought of as acting not independently but under the orders 
of Zeus. 

Returning then to that great god, there is a passing mention 
of VeTtow in a list of his titles in the Aristotelian work de 

iMundo (401 a, 17) and then nothing more in the Greek 

authors or inscriptions until the Christian era has begun. 
Here Plutarch in his youthful work, the Conlvizm,im (I5), 
casually alludes to Zeus Ombrios in such a manner as to show 

1 For an explanation of this, with a modern parallel, see Golden Bough 2 I, p. I I4. 
2 See Mommsen, Feste Athens, pp. 279 and 480 f. 
8 The passage quoted is usually ascribed to his irepl Ovaotv (Miiller, F.H.G. I, 

413). 
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that altars and sacrifices to that god were not unfamiliar in 
his day. The sages are discussing the rites of hospitality and 
the due employment of the pleasures of the table. Abolish 
these, says one, and the worship and honor of the gods will 
also perish; the sun will have but small and the moon yet 
smaller reverence if they are to afford men nothing but light 
and heat; otu/3pl( 8e At Ica rporpocrpoa A7l7Trpl Kcal vuTraX\lkI 
IIoo-e&t8v) 7rov /8-uoi ? '&rat; 7rov 8 Ovor-a ; /cTX. Here, 
as A. Mommsen says (Feste Athens, p. 197), we apparently 
have a group of Oeo Twrporpdo-tot; but it seems to me that it 
would be dangerous to conclude, from this passage, that Zeus 
Ombrios had an altar and a worship in Athens in the classical 

period. The epithets of the other two divinities with whom 
he is here grouped are a warning against such a conclusion. 

They do not occur as such before the time of Plutarch. 
Doubtless Demeter and Poseidon were worshipped at Eleusis, 
and this Poseidon probably became Phytalmios 1; but when? 
The inscription on the seat of his priest in the Dionysiac 
theatre is one of the latest, being not earlier than the second 

century A.D. The title vrd7kXULto is not elsewhere applied to 
him in the literature2 or in Athenian inscriptions.3 No 
masculine or feminine adjective 7rporppoCtoS, 7rpo^lpooia occurs 
before Plutarch. 

Looking farther for the rain-god, we find a coin of Ephesus 
(Overbeck, Gr. Kunstmythologie, II, p. 226 f., Miinztafel, III, 
22, and Head, Greek Coins of Ionia, p. 79 and pl. xiii, 9). It 
shows Zeus enthroned on the top of a rock, holding in his 
left hand a thunderbolt, while from his outstretched right 
arm pours a shower of rain upon the mountain god Pion, 
who is recumbent below him. There is nothing to show 
under what title this Zeus was recognized or any worship 
of him. It is the only extant representation of Zeus as a 

1 Cf. Mommsen, ibid., pp. 12 and 506; Harrison, MIythzol. and Mon. of Anc. 
Athens, p. Iv. 

2 The Anonymi Laurentiani XIIDeorum Epitheta (ed. Studemund in Anecdota 
Varia) give it, but this fact would be no evidence for an early date for the title in 
Athens. 

3 He had a temple at Troezen, and his worship is known to have existed at 
Erythrae (in the 3d century B.c.) and in Rhodes; see Frazer to Pausanias, 2, 32, 8. 
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rain-god which I have found in Greek or Roman art. The 
coin was struck in the reign of Antoninus Pius. 

His successor, Marcus Aurelius, has left us what purports 
to be an actual prayer to Zeus for rain, the famous 'prayer 
of the Athenians,' as follows (Cozmm. 5, 7): EX 'AOrqvalwv ' 

vo-ov, oov, O, cf)le Zei, Kcara Tr avpovpas 7T- 'AOrvaiwv ical 

Tziv TreSiwv. His comment is: Trot ou 8el evjXeo-Oat, a ov7ryo, 
rarX&? Kcal ?Xev0epwo. Our information about the forms of 
Greek prayers is so slight that we are not entitled to doubt 
that this one is genuine, and that it was actually uttered on 
some occasion or occasions. The rhythmical parts into which 
it appears to fall (see Norden, Kunstprosa, I, p. 46, though 
his is not the only possible arrangement) seem to indicate 
that it was employed in a regular ritual; if so, it was probably 
cast rhythmically to help the memory of those who used it. 
Before parting with this prayer it must be noted that on the 

emperor's statement and on the passage in Philochorus rests 
our only evidence that prayers for rain were ever offered in 
Athens. 

In an inscription from Phrygia recently published by 
Koerte(Mittheil. Deutsch. Arch. Inst., Ath. Abth., I900, p. 421), 
it seems probable that we have another prayer to Zeus for 
rain. It is in hexameters, and with Koerte's restorations 
runs thus: 

PpXce yai]av, 
Kapror [7sr] 8) 3pt0Yrc Kalt v] O-TaXvEca-TL TeO AXq. 

vT[avr]a [(re] MrTpE(08&po5 iyo X[ro,aL, Kpo[v]['a Zev, 
a TL T7o3s W'3OiFoUtv a7rrjppaTra1 OvLara pE?ov. 

The names of the consuls for the year follow, whence it 

appears that the inscription was set up in 175 A.D., still in 
the reign of M. Aurelius. The conjectural reading in the 
first verse seems at first thought rather bold, yet it is difficult 
to think of anything but rain that should be asked of Zeus 
in the prayer. On the other hand, I cannot follow Koerte2 
in his belief that the Zeus here addressed is Zeus Bronton, 

1 So spelled on the stone. 
2 Ibid., p. 422. For Bronton in general see the whole article; also Cumont 

in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v., and Ramsay, Jour. Hellen. Stud., 1882, p. 123 f. 
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a deity to whom many inscriptions are found in the neighbor- 
hood. It is true that not all of them are sepulchral, so that 
this somewhat obscure god can no longer be considered as 

purely chthonic; but neither in Rome, where his worship 
seems to have been sometimes connected with that of 
Mithras, nor in his proper home in Asia Minor, has anything 
been found that would stamp him as a rain-god. And the 
fact that the god addressed in our prayer is called Kpovl8rs, 
an epithet nowhere, I believe, coupled with BpovTWv, points 
to the Greek and not to the Phrygian Zeus. In the same 
direction point the language and metrical form of the verse, 
which, as Koerte observes, are remarkably correct, consider- 

ing that they are found in a village in Phrygia. 
Next and still in the reign of the Emperor Aurelius comes 

Pausanias, and he has much to tell us of Zeus the rain-god. 
At Lebadea in Boeotia he visited the precinct of Trophonius: 
'ra 8e 7rtave'or'ara ev TW Xa'eti Tpocfovtov vao eca i a,yaXpta 
ertZv . 0. . . 8 r Ical c Ar^/lTpoyS lepov . . . al Zeu veTitoF 
dv ivralOppo (9, 39, 4). The language here would seem to 

suggest a statue or relief, not an altar. If this be the correct 

interpretation, this passage and the extant coin of Ephesus 
are our only evidences of artistic representation of the rain- 

god Zeus. 
At Argos, apparently near the temple of Lycian Apollo, 

there was in Pausanias's time l?coo\L? VET'ov Ato6s, 6vOa ol 

cavoTrev8ovTre IIoXvvetcKEt T7jV ES O,/8a? KcdOoSov oaroOave'a-fOa 
o-vvw,Loaav, Vv ur?7 Ta? Or'73aq qye0evrral a(f- o(V eXehv (2, 19, 8). 
To have such a legend attaching to it, this altar must have 
been, or have seemed to be, very ancient. 

In Attica Pausanias found two altars to the rain-god, both 
on mountains: ev T/rUTrrcTT. . . . 3wUool Ical O3pltov At?\ Kcal 

'A7rodXwovo6 elo0t 7rpoofrovv . . e. o' 8E E'V Tl HpvrOt Kca 
aXXoq owoud, Ovova-o 8e E7r' a'vrov^, TorTE pv 0,fLptov, TOTe 6B 

a7rij/Llov KaXolvTeEq Ata (I, 32, 2). Here the present tense 
06ovar shows that on Parnes, at least, sacrifice was offered 
to Zeus Ombrios in the time of Pausanias. 

On a hill beside the road from Megara to Corinth Pau- 
sanias saw a temple of Zeus Aphesios: e7rr 8&e ov 8'povs T. 
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alpa ALo? eorrtv 4afE?ov KaXOov/levov vao'd fbao e E7r TOv 

ovU/3avros 7or0Te TolS "EXXrlotv avXlJov, OvaoavrTo AlaKov Kara 

TL SI X&oytov TW IIaveXX\rvI I Ai ev AlT^/iyv' co/icavTa Be 
dcelvaa Katcl 8ta ov'o dae4LO'V KaXXel'Oat TOV Ala (I, 44, I3). 
The same story (but with more detail) about the removal of 
the drought by Zeus in answer to the prayer of Aeacus is 
told again by Pausanias in his second book (29, 8); cf. also 
Diod. Sic. 4, 6r, and Schol. Ar. Eq. 1253. In none of these 

passages, however, is there any hint that Zeus Aphesios or 
Panhellenios was ever again prayed to for rain, and indeed 
the epithet acoa-to is capable of an entirely different explana- 
tion; cf. Jessen in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v., who gives references 
to the literature of the question. Still, it should be noted 
that in Theophrastus, de Signis Tempestatum, 24, we find: 
eav ev A?ylv? 'r TOi Atof TOVE 'EXXavlov veceXlk KaOtr'lTat, 

cog Ta 7roXXa vicp ylverat. 

Finally, of Mt. Arachnaeum, on the frontier of Argolis and 

Epidauria, Pausanias says: f/icpo 86; ela-tv Ev avTz, ALo' 7e 

ca, "Hpas. &erjoav o.b3pov, OrLot'v evTav9a Ovovvo- (2, 25, 9). 
Again the present tense should be noted (see above, p. 89, 
Paus. I, 32, 2), and further the fact that here only does Hera 

appear as a goddess to whom one may pray for rain. As for 
Zeus the rain-god, he is met for the last time in Greek litera- 
ture in Lydus de Mensibus (p. 123, I9, Wuensch). This 

writer, who flourished about 530 A.D., says that the god's 
birthplace at Mt. Tmolus, near Sardis, was called Aev'rov, but 
that in early times the name had been Poval AtbO vETlov. 

It may be mentioned here that the dictionaries and many 
modern writers on mythology and religion speak of Zevs 
LictKaio as if the title indicated Zeus as a rain-god. But the 
ancient authors do not bear out this interpretation, and there 
is no evidence that rain-prayers were ever offered to Zeus 
under this title. It denotes him as the sender of the Etesian 
winds, in connexion with the myth of Aristaeus. The prin- 
cipal passages in the authors are: Theophr. de Ventis 14; 
Ap. Rhod. 2, 522, and the scholia to this verse and to verse 

498; Clem. Alex. Strom., p. 753 Bk.; Probus on Verg. G. I, 
14; Nonnus, D. 5, 269 ff. 
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It might naturally be expected that prayers for rain should 
be offered to the Winds or to the Clouds, approached as 
divine beings. But we find such a prayer only among the 
Orphic Hymns, and even here the usual conception prevails, 
that winds and clouds act not independently but under the 
orders of Zeus. Thus, in the eighty-second hymn addressed 
to Notos, o/L3poto yevapXrC, it is added: 

TOVTO yap EK ALOs EOTI o(EOEV yepas /EpO6OLTOv, 

O1L/3pOTOKOVS veCEXa5s 4 yjEpos is XOOva rE/LrTC/v. 

With this compare Ovid, Met. I, 264, where Notus is the 
wind employed by Jupiter to bring on the rain for the deluge.1 
Only in one hymn (2I) do we find a direct rain-prayer in 
which no allusion to Zeus is made. This hymn begins with 
the words, )ep'taL veoebXaL, and after five verses of compli- 
mentary epithets ends with the prayer: 

v/xas vvv XLtro/at, 8potrotLuoves, EV7rVOOL avpaLts 

7rTJ7reLV Kap7roTp4ov5 o/3povq r7Ti tL?TEpa yaLav. 

At this point it will be convenient to say something about 
the opinion, which has begun to prevail in some quarters,2 
that prayers for rain were sometimes offered in Athens to 
or through Gaia, the goddess Earth. This opinion is based 
upon a passage in Pausanias. To his account of the objects 
of interest in front of the north side of the Parthenon (I, 24, 
3), he makes the prefatory remark that people who prefer 
skilfully executed works to antiques will find the following 
worth their inspection: (o'or-t 8e r'a o-v TeXyr 7re7rotr,leLva 

e7ri7rpoa0ev rT7OeTat ri)v e ap%atlorfla lKCOVTOV), ical rTae eo'riv 
ol Oedaao-Oat). Then he mentions a helmeted man by Cleoetas, 
an artist who belongs in the latter half of the fifth century B.c. 
Then he says: r te $ cal ra a'"yaX/ia, ltcerevova0rrf voat ol 

1 The great winged creature showering rain upon the troops in a relief on the 
column of Marcus Aurelius (Briinn, Denkmiler, Taf. 483) is doubtless intended 
for Notus, not Jupiter Pluvius. 

2 Cf. Kuhnert in Roscher, Lex. I, p. 1570 ff.; Harrison, Mythol. and AMon., 
p. 414 ff.; Furtwingler, Meisterwerke, p. 257 ff., English edition, p. 468 ff. (to the 
latter only I shall hereafter refer). 
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7rov Ala ei're av'ro7 oi,/3,pov 8eao-av 'AOrvatiot, e'Te cal 70To 
'rr&v EXXiv o-E r ov,Ua/3, avX/itos. Then, after noting statues of 
Timotheus and Conon, he remarks upon a group which was 
dedicated by (and perhaps the work of) Alcamenes, the con- 

temporary of Phidias. Apparently, therefore, all these works 
belonged to the best period of Greek art. In one of them 
Pausanias thought that he recognized a representation 1 of 
Gaia praying Zeus to rain upon her. 

Upon the basis of this passage Kuhnert says of Gaia: "Bei 
einer Diirre wandte man sich in Attika vornehmlich an sie 

(Paus. I, 24, 3), nicht an die Vegetationsg6ttin Demeter, 
sondern an die Mutter Gaia (vgl. Dittenberger, Sylloge, 
373, 25)." This statement is a good example of the generaliz- 
ing method of which I spoke at the beginning of these 
remarks. The passage in Pausanias obviously can prove noth- 
ing more than that (as he himself suggested) on one particular 
occasion the Athenians, turning to Zeus, not to Gaia,2 for rain, 
made use of a representation of Gaia as an intermediary. 
And how can the inscription in Dittenberger, to which 
Kuhnert refers, possibly help out his statement about Attica ? 
It is an inscription of the island of Myconus, of the end of the 
third or the beginning of the second century B.C. (See 
Dittenberger's second edition, No. 615.) The line which 
Kuhnert cites contains the vote that on the twelfth of the 
month Lenaeon a certain sacrifice was to be offered Alowvawt 
ArlveZ errja'ov UTrEp KcapTrwv ALt xOovlotL rFt x0ov'rlt 8' C rr 
fIEXava errT)ta. There is really nothing here about a sacrifice 
in time of drought, for these were to be regular annual sacri- 

fices; but if Kuhnert supposes that drought is implied by 
v7rep Kap7rcTv, what becomes of his 'nicht an die Vegetations- 

gottin Demeter' in view of the prescription in the same 

inscription for the tenth of Lenaeon: vreip capzrov A,jur77pi i5v 

1 There is nothing in the Greek to show whether this aycaXXca was a work in the 
round or a relief. Kuhnert (ibid., p. 158I) thinks that it was the latter, and that 
Gaia was represented rising out of the earth toward Zeus. Furtwingler (p. 469, 
n. I), without giving any reason, says that Kuhnert is mistaken and that a'yaX\ta 
here means image. But for the various uses of the word in Pausanias, see the 

preface to the edition of Siebelis, Vol. I, p. xlii. 
2 For she is ogppoxap7s (Orphic Hymns, 26, 8), not 6di3poq6pos. 
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eyKcvlIova 7rpowrorOKcov? The fact is that the line which 
Kuhnert cites gives us no more information about prayers for 
rain than does Hesiod's (Op. 465) 

EVXEUrJOL 8f A/ t X800V, &rirVTepl 0' ayv 

eKTeXela /3pOeLt ArllreTEpo0 L'EpOV aKT/V. 

But did Pausanias rightly interpret the work of art which 
he saw? It should be remembered that by the Greeks of 
the classical period Gaia was reckoned either among the 
chthonic divinities of death or as KcovpoTrpdoo and little 
else (cf. Kuhnert, ibid., p. I570 ff.). In Greek art she 

belongs to the Erichthonius and the Giant stories. Not 
until Roman times does she appear to have lost that 
earlier personality and to have come to be the mere per- 
sonification of the ground (cf. Baumeister, Denkmdler, p. 
578; Kuhnert, ibid., p. I583). Such epithets as Kap7roso- 
Trepa, Kcap7ro46po9, 7roXvlvOe/Lo9, O epeKap7ro9, and 0>epepoTaXv 
are not applied to her by classical but by late poets, chiefly 
in the Orphic Hymns and Sibylline Oracles (see Bruchmann, 
Epitheta Deounm, p. 71 ff.). Hence, were it not for the con- 
text, which seems to point to a work of the classical period, 
I should be inclined to think that the daya\Xta belonged to 
Roman times. I may be laying too much stress upon this 
context, but indeed I do not know enough about the habits of 
Pausanias to be able to decide whether he would be likely to 
follow up such a preface as we have noted with a list of works 
belonging to different periods. If the inscription cut in the 
living rock close by, 7y0? fcap7rofcpov Ecara /LavTreav (C..A. 3, 
166) belongs to the lost ayaXua (which cannot be proved, 
though it is commonly assumed as a fact by recent writers), 
it would seem to square with the idea that the dayaX/La was of 
Roman times. For the inscription is admitted by all to be of 
the time of Hadrian, and Furtwangler's remark of it, "doubt- 
less merely a restoration of an older one," is a pure assumption. 
Indeed, the epithet /capTro,o'pov applied to the goddess seems 
to me to indicate that the inscription was by no means an old 
one. However, giving the context in Pausanias all the value 
which it may be worth, that is, supposing the a'yaX,ua to have 
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been of the best period of art,1 I suspect that it did not in 
that case represent Gaia asking for rain, but that what Pau- 
sanias saw was in reality a representation of Gaia praying for 
the life of her children the giants. For this scene, cf. the 
well-known vase painting by Aristophanes (Baumeister, p. 595, 
fig. 637; Roscher, I, p. 1580, fig. 3), and the frieze of the 
altar at Pergamon (Baumeister, taf. xxxviii; Roscher, p. 1581, 
fig. 4). It is not inconceivable that Pausanias should have 
made the mistake which I have suggested, for he nowhere 
mentions Earth as the mother of the Giants; he apparently 
knew little or cared little about the Gigantomachia, for he 
never describes in detail any work of art in which it was 

represented. The reason for this may be that the old con- 

ception of Gaia was all but forgotten in his time, being 
replaced by the idea of her as cap7rofo6po. But I have per- 
haps said enough to show that there is no evidence that 

prayers for rain were ever offered to the goddess Earth by 
the people of Attica. 

Hitherto I have spoken only of prayers. I come now to 

prayers combined with what may be called magic rites. We 
have two certain cases of this combination. 

The first which I shall mention (though the evidence for 
it is later than the evidence for the other) belongs on Mt. 

Lycaeus in Arcadia, and the story is told by Pausanias 

(8, 38, 4), who uses present tenses, thereby signifying that 
the rite was practised in his own day. On this mountain 
was the never-failing spring Hagno, sacred to one of the three 

nymphs who, according to the Arcadians, had reared up the 
child Zeus on the mountain. In times of drought, says 
Pausanias, o iepevf 70ro AvKcalov At0 7rrpo0GeVa:/evo e? Tro 

N8wop cal Ovaas., o7ro'aa ea-rTv av'Tw V6/ o,, KaOLel 8pvo? fcX\aov 

f7rL7roX\ Kcai oVcK E9 /3dt0o0 T r7? '7rr)yj a vaKtvrlq0v7ro, Se Tov 

viSaro, avetOLv ayXv? Eoicvia odl, tlXl7 8taXt7rovaa e Q\6X(ov 

eyiverat ve'o0? 7 a'vXXV , Kcalt E avjV ? aXXa e'rayo/uLev7 rWv 

ve?)wv, verov Trois 'ApKac-IVv e' 727v y/)v KartevaL 7rotet. Here 

there are several things to note. First, a prayer and sacrifice 
1 Kuhnert (ibid., p. I58I) says that its age is entirely unknown and certainly 

not to be determined from the date of the inscription. 
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precedes the magic rite. The prayer, though offered by 
the priest of Zeus, was obviously offered not to Zeus, but to 
Hagno, the nymph of the spring (7rpoaevctdlevos e? TO' v8wp). 
The sacrifice (/ca2 Ov'-aa) may have been offered to Zeus, but 
Pausanias gives us no information on this point. The water 
is stirred (dvatvlre'vroTo TOV' ivSaTov) probably to disturb the 

nymph in her lair and arouse her to do her duty. The instru- 
ment used is the branch of a tree which is sacred to Zeus, 
with a view perhaps of bringing the water-nymph into 
relations with the God of the Sky.l Finally, it may be 
observed that we have no evidence that this rite was prac, 
tised in Arcadia in classical times or that anything like it 
was ever practised by other than Arcadian Greeks. 

The other case is earlier and belongs in the city of Crannon 
in Thessaly. Our authority for it is twofold: Antigonus 
(Hist. Mirab. 15), writing in the third century B.C., and coins 
of Crannon of the fourth century B.C. Antigonus tells us 
that on the seal of the city are represented two ravens (or 
crows, /copaKce) perched on a bronze chariot, and that the 
chariot is there because OrTtv auro'i' dvacetlueLvq XaXKlc v, 
oTav avXp2oi ,, ' eTovreT VT wop adlovvOTat rov 0 ov, Icatl aa' 

rytvecOat. Here again we have a prayer accompanying the 
magic rite; no god is named, but perhaps we have a right to 
suppose that Zeus was addressed. Antigonus's story of the 
chariot is fully borne out by the coins still extant (for illus- 
trations, see Haym, Del Tesoro Britannico, II, p. 122 ; Gard- 
ner, Cat. Greek Coins, Thessaly to Aetolia, pl. II, 13; Furt- 
wangler, o.c., p. 469). They show a chariot either with 

heavy spokeless wheels or with wheels having bars in the 
form of a double cross instead of spokes. On it rests a 
large amphora. Furtwangler is no doubt right in supposing 
that, when used as a rain-charm, the chariot was shaken 
or rolled back and forth and that thus water was caused to 
spill out of the vase. Thus we have a case of sympathetic 
magic, the noise of the chariot imitating thunder and the 

1 Modern instances in a measure though not exactly parallel to this proceeding 
are cited by Mannhardt and others; for the literature, see Frazer, Golden Bough 2, 
I, p. 113. 
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spilling of the water imitating rain. Observe, however, that 

prayer is offered during the magic rite. 
These two instances of prayers for rain, accompanied each 

by its own magic rite, are found existing, the one in Arcadia in 
the latter part of the second century A.D., the other in Thessaly 
in the fourth and third centuries B.c. We have found as yet 
nothing of the sort in Attica, but here may be discussed a 

passage in Furtwangler's Masterpieces (pp. 469-47 I), in which 
he describes the impression of a seal1 found in a little terra- 
cotta pyramid of the common sort. This impression repre- 
sents "the upper part of an unclothed female form, bending 
far back, and looking up towards heaven. The left hand is 
raised before her face, the right grasps her long dishevelled 

hair, which streams down behind. The figure expresses an 

urgent and pathetic entreaty to heaven. The body is cut 
off in its lower part, and rests on a kind of car, with a wheel 
of that old-fashioned sort which, in place of radiating spokes, 
has bars in the form of a double cross. . . . The cart of our 
seal . . . has round it a peculiar fringed rim; there is also 

something projecting at the top before and behind the 
woman's body. It looks exactly as though the cart was 
covered with cut grass, corn, or the like." Such is Furt- 

wangler's description, and he adds that the seal came to the 
Berlin Museum from a private collection in Athens, that the 

quality of the clay seems to show that it is of Attic workman- 

ship, and that it might perhaps belong to the fourth or. third 

century B.C. His reason for describing and illustrating this 
seal is because he thinks that the woman's figure gives us 
the type of the goddess Earth as she was represented in the 

akyaXpca which Pausanias saw in the Acropolis (see above, 
p. 9I). But in the course of his remarks he is led to speak 
of rain-charms in ancient and modern times, and though his 

language is vague (perhaps purposely so), yet it seems probable 
that he means to suggest that, at times of drought in Attica, 
an image of the goddess Earth was carried about in a car as 

represented in the seal. 

1 In the Berlin Museum, Antiquarium, T. C. Inv. 6787. 
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If there is anything in the arguments which I have already 
used respecting the goddess Earth as cap7rofo6poo, it would 
seem improbable that in the fourth or third century B.C. an 
image of her was employed in Attica as a rain-charm. 
Further, in the illustration of the seal as given by Furt- 
wangler, the attitude of the female figure seemed to me to 
be an attitude not of prayer, but of orgiastic enthusiasm. 
Again, the front of the cart seemed to be fashioned into the 
shape of a goat's head. I therefore obtained, through the 
kind offices of my friend Dr. von Mach, a cast of the seal 
from Berlin, so that I might see whether the illustration 
(a drawing) had been made with exactness. No essential 
difference appeared in the cast, except that what still seems 
to me a goat's head was not so clear as it is in the drawing. 
The attitude of the female figure is wholly different from that 
in which Gaia appears in prayer either on the vase of Aris- 
tophanes or the frieze of Pergamon, nor is the position of her 
body nor the gestures of the hands (the left has the palm 
turned toward the face of the woman, not szupina) such as are 
found in any other representation of prayer known to me. On 
the contrary, the attitude strongly suggests that of a Maenad 
(see illustrations in Roscher, s.v. Maenaden, especially p. 2279) 
or other female attendant of Dionysus, and such a being is, 
I believe, represented in the seal. The work may be merely 
the fancy of its creator, or possibly it may represent, though 
with some freedom, one of the train of the god Dionysus 
that escorted him in the marriage procession which took 
place during the festival of the Anthesteria in Athens, when 
he was accompanied by Horae, Nymphae, and Bacchae 
(Philostratus, Apollon., p. 73, I2, Kayser; cf. A. Mommsen, 
Heortologie, p. 357, Feste Athens, p. 394). It is true that we 
are not told in the literature that these particular attendants 
proceeded in wagons (neither does the literature say anything 
of a procession in which the goddess Earth was drawn about 
as a rain-charm); but the use of wagons for the maskers and 
the public in the processions, both at the Anthesteria and at 
other festivals of Dionysus, is well known (see Mommsen, 
Heortologie, Index, s.v. ataaa). 
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I have thus endeavored to show that Furtwangler's is not 
the only possible explanation of the device on the terracotta 

pyramid in Berlin, and that consequently it cannot be accepted 
as certain evidence for the use of an image of Gaia as a rain- 
charm in Athens.1 This completes my account of all that 
I have found about rain-gods and rain-charms among the 
Greeks,2 and, before summarizing what has been treated 
above, I turn to the Romans. 

Here the material is even slighter, and there seems to be 

nothing on the subject in literature before the Augustan 

period. Virgil is the first poet to mention prayers for rain, 
and his is but a casual allusion. In the Georgics (I, I57), he 
remarks that unless you use the hoe, and scare off the birds, 
and prune away the shade, 

votisque vocaveris imbrem, 

you will not get a crop. Here no special god is mentioned. 
Ovid, when describing the Paganalia in the Fasti (I, 681 ff.), 
in his address to Ceres and Tellus says: 

Cum serimus, caelum ventis aperite serenis: 
cum latet, aetheria spargite semen aqua. 

But the passage does not prove that either deity was 

thought of as a rain-god. They are merely addressed as 

being special divinities of the Paganalia. 
The phrase 'Jupiter Pluvius' is so familiar in English that 

it is a surprise to learn that it is extremely rare in Latin. 
It has not been found in inscriptions and seems to occur 

only three times in the literature, each time in poetry. None 
of the passages can be used to prove that the Romans ever 

1 I must add, however, that I have been privately informed that Dr. Rubensohn 
has found, in the course of the excavations in Paros, a seal similar to the one 
described by Furtwingler and that it bears an inscription signifying that the 
female figure is Gaia. I know no further details about it. 

2 The passage in Diodorus Siculus (5, 55) about the Telchines in Rhodes, 
'who are said to have been wizards and able to bring on clouds, and rain, and 

hail,' relates wholly to mythical times, and contains no suggestion of such practices 
among Greeks in the author's own day. 
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prayed to Iuppiter Pluvius for rain. The first is in Tibullus, 
I, 7, 26,1 when, in addressing the Nile, he says: 

Te propter nullos tellus tua postulat imbres, 
arida nec pluvio supplicat herba Iovi. 

The second is in Statius (Theb. 4, 758), a passage kindly 
pointed out to me by Professor Kirby Smith. Here Adrastus, 
at a time of drought, meets Hypsipyle in a wood, and, as if 
he took her for a goddess or water-nymph, addrcsses her 
much in the tone in which Aeneas addresses the disguised 
Venus in the first book of the Aeneid: 

Da fessis in rebus opem, seu turbidus amnis 
seu tibi foeda palus: nihil hac in sorte pudendum, 
nil humile est: tu nunc ventis pluvioque rogaris 
pro Iove. 

And the third passage is found in a poem on the months, 
contained in Codex Vossianus Q. 86 (Riese, Anth. Lat. 
No. 395). The quatrain on December begins: 

Annua sulcatae coniecti semina terrae 
pascit hiems; pluvio de Iove cuncta madent. 

In the second and third of these passages the use of the 
word Iztppiter seems to be purely metaphorical; it no more 
denotes the god than do luppiter uvidus in Virgil (G. I, 418), 
madidum lovem in Martial (7, 36, i), or sub Iove frigido in 
Horace (C. I, I, 25). The first passage is, in my opinion, 
different from these, although Dissen says: "non est proso- 
popoeia, sed metaphorica dictio." But inasmuch as the con- 
text contains the thought which we have already found in 
Herodotus and Isocrates (see above, p. 84), that the Nile 
makes Egypt independent of the rain, it seems to me probable 
that Tibullus is employing a literary commonplace taken from 
the Greek, and that he uses the phrase as a translation of 
Zev? 6'q3iplo? or veroC.2 However this may be, it is obvious 

1 This is the passage quoted by Seneca, Nat. Quaest. 4, 2, 2, but attributed by 
him (or by his copyist) to Ovid. 

2 Another translation, probably, is imbricitor used in a list of titles of Jupiter 
by Apuleius (de Mundo, 37, p. 371, Goldbacher). 
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that none of the three passages prove that there was any 
worship of Jupiter as a rain-god in Rome or Italy. 

But there is an inscription, and only one, which shows that 
this worship was known to Romans or Italians (C..L. 9, 324). 
It consists of but two words: IOVI PLVVIA[LI]. It is in the 

Naples Museum, but its provenance is, unfortunately, entirely 
a matter of conjecture, as Mommsen recognizes in his note in 
the Corpus.l Tantalizing indeed that we should learn no more 
from this our only stone! 

In Petronius, however, we find a passage which gives us 
certain important details. One of the guests at Trimalchio's 

dinner-party grumbles out (Sat. 44): 

Nemo Iovem pili facit, sed omnes opertis oculis bona sua com- 
putant. Antea stolatae ibant nudis pedibus in clivum, passis capillis, 
mentibus puris, et Iovem aquam exorabant. Itaque statim urceatim 

plovebat: aut tunc aut nunquam: et omnes redibant udi tanquam 
mures. 

Here we have a regular ceremony,-a procession of matrons, 
barefooted and with hair dishevelled, going up to the 'Clivus' 
of the town to pray to Jupiter for rain. The words antea 
ibant show that the ceremony had been abandoned in the 

speaker's own time,- whether Petronius intended that time 
to be the year I4 B.C.2 or even so late as the reign of Nero.3 
The dinner-party was given in a Roman colony in Campania, 
but which colony Petronius had in mind is, as every scholar 

knows, a much discussed question.4 The passage therefore 

1 Canusium has been conjectured, on what slight grounds the note of Mommsen 
shows. Yet Carter in his de Deorum 'Romanorwumz Cognomninibus, p. 51, says posi- 

tively: "Canusi, cf. Horat. S. I, 5, 91." It would be a delightful coincidence if 
that verse of Horace could be illustrated by an inscription found on the spot! 
But I think it probable that Horace's words led to the guess that our inscription 
was found in Canusium. 

2 See Hayley, Quaest. Petron. in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, II, 

pp. 4-23. 
3 See Hayley, ibid., pp. I-3. 
4 In favor of Puteoli (upon which Hayley fixed, ibid., pp. 23-40) is an inscrip- 

tion showing that there was a spot there called the ' Clivus' (C.J.L. o1, I698), 
doubtless in imitation of the Clivus Capitolinus in Rome; for similar imitations 

in the colonies and provinces, see Friedlander, Sittengeschiche Roms6, III, p. 198. 
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affords us no direct evidence that the ceremony ever took 

place in Rome.' Further it is important to observe that, so 
far as our evidence goes, this ceremony was carried out only 
by the married women (stolatae), without the participation of 

magistrates, and that it was obsolete in the town about which 
Petronius was writing. These limitations, especially the last, 
seem to be overlooked by many scholars who have treated the 

ceremony described by Petronius as if it were certainly identi- 
cal with one which we find existing about one hundred and 

thirty years later and more, in the time of Tertullian. 
In this ecclesiastical writer, who flourished in the reigns of 

Septimius Severus and Caracalla, there are two passages 
which make it certain that a rite, the purpose of which was 
to obtain rain from Jupiter, was sanctioned by the State and 

practised not uncommonly in times of drought by the pagans 
of his day; and it even seems probable (though not certain) 
that it was practised in Rome itself. In both passages he 
uses the term nudipedalia of the whole or a part of the rite; 
in one Jupiter is mentioned as the god worshipped in con- 
nexion with the rite; in the other we find magistrates taking 
part, but not in their purple and with fasces reversed. The 
first is in the Apologeticus (40), a work addressed to the 
provincial magistrates about 200 B.C. Tertullian is drawing 
a contrast between the pagans and the Christians in their 
behavior at times of crises; for example, in droughts, you 
pagans, he says: 

quotidie pasti statimque pransuri, balneis et cauponis et lupanariis 
operatis, aquilicia Iovi immolatis, nudipedalia populo denuntiatis, 
caelum apud capitolium quaeritis, aversi ab ipso et deo et caelo. 

In the other passage, in de leiinio (16), one of the works 
on Christian duties and therefore addressed to Christians, 
written about seventeen or eighteen years later, we find 
Tertullian arguing that this self-humiliation of the pagans is 
something after which even his flock may take pattern: 

1 This seems the only safe statement to make. Hayley (ibid., p. 25, n. I) held 
that Petronius was describing a Roman ceremony, while Fowler (Roman Festivals, 
p. 232) says that he was surely not writing of Rome. 
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Sed et omnem Ta7reLvopovrpOVrtv ethnici agnoscunt. Cum stupet 
caelum et aret annus, nudipedaiia denuntiantur, magistratus purpuras 
ponunt, fasces retro avertunt, precem indigitant, hostiam instaurunt. 

And he goes on to remark that other rites for other pur- 
poses are held apud quasdam colonias. 

The nudipedalia mentioned in both passages may be a 
procession of matrons alone such as Petronius described, but 
it seems more likely that the magistrates marched in it. 
The word capitolizum, in the phrase caelun apud capitolium 
quaeritis (Apol.), may possibly be taken with Preller1 and 
others as referring to the Capitol in Rome; but from Plautus 
down it is occasionally used of the citadel of any town, regu- 
larly of a colony's,2 and in ecclesiastical writers it may signify 
any pagan temple.3 So far, therefore, we have no proof of 
the occurrence of rain-making rites in the city of Rome. 
In the same passage occurs a new word, aquilicia, in the 

phrase aquilicia lovi immolatis, which appears to correspond 
to the phrase hostiam instalrunt in the second passage. Taken 

together, the two appear to mean that some sacrifice was 
offered to Jupiter as a means of 'eliciting' rain from him. 
This new word (I mean new in our course of investigation) 
occurs elsewhere only in Paulus's excerpts from Festus's 

epitome of the dictionary of Verrius Flaccus (p. 2). 

Aquaelicium dicitur, cum aqua pluvialis remediis quibusdam elicitur, 
ut quondam, si creditur, manali lapide in urbem ducto. 

From Tertullian and Paulus, as well as from etymology, it 
is obvious that the word was a general term signifying any 
sacred rite for getting rain. Tertullian gives as an example 
a sacrifice accompanied by the nudipedalia; Paulus gives the 
use of the manalis lapis. There is no evidence that the 
manalis lapis was ever used except in Rome, perhaps none 
that the nudipedalia ever took place in Rome, and certainly 
none that the manalis lapis was ever carried in the procession 
called nudipedalia. Yet the two distinct rites are jumbled 

1 Rom. Myth.S I, p. 194. 2 Friedlander, Si/teng. Rorms', III, p. I98. 
8 So in Cyprian, Jerome, Prudentius, an 1 Tertullian himself; see Du Cange, s.v. 
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together and made to form one ceremony by Marquardt 
(Rom. Staatsverw. III2, p. 262), Purser (Smith's Dict. Antiq. 
s.v. aquaelicizm), Aust (Roscher's Lex. II, p. 658), and 
others. And this, though Preller kept them apart (Rom. 
Myth.3 I, p. 354; cf. Daremberg et Saglio, s.v. aquaelicium, 
and Fowler, Rom. Festivals, p. 232, n. 2). He was right; 
for the nudipedalia was an act of worship, while the use of 
the manalis lapis must be classed with magic rites, since 
neither Jupiter nor any other god is mentioned to whom it 
was sacred. 

The passage already cited from Paulus shows that the 
manalis lapis was no longer employed in his time, that is, in 
the eighth century A.D. Another passage in the same writer 
reads thus: 

Manalem vocabant lapidem etiam petram quandam, quae erat 
extra portam Capenam iuxta aedem Martis, quarn cum propter nimiam 
siccitatem in urbem pertraherent, insequebatur pluvia statim, eumque, 
quod aquas manaret, manalem lapidem dixere (p. 93, Thewrewk, cf. 

28 M.). 

From this we get the further information that the manalis 

lapis was a stone kept outside the Porta Capena, near the 
temple of Mars,1 and that at times of drought it was drawn into 
the city. The imperfect tenses here, together with the word 
quondam in the former passage, show that the rite no longer 
existed in the time of Paulus, but they show nothing what- 
ever about the time of Festus or of Verrius Flaccus. For it 
should require only a slight acquaintance with the Flaccus- 
Festus-Paulus Lexicon to see that Paulus generally altered 
Festus's present tenses to past, or inserted a phrase like 
Zit quondam, whenever a thing which Festus described as 
extant in his day was no longer extant when Paulus 
wrote. And our evidence, slight, to be sure, but sufficient, 
shows that Festus did the like in epitomizing Flaccus. Little 

1 It seems impossible that the stone had anything to do with this temple, 
which is probably mentioned merely as a well-known landmark. It was nearly a 
mile outside the gate, on the left-hand side of the Via Appia; cf. Richter, 
Topogr. von Rom, in Muller's Handbuch, III, p. 886, and Gilbert, Gesch. u. 
Topogr. der Stadt Rom, II, p. 96 f. 
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if any attention is paid to these changes by modern writers 
on antiquities.1 Thus, Mr. Warde Fowler, in his valuable 
and interesting Roman Festivals (p. 232, n. 2), speaks of the 
manalis lapis as only a tradition 'to judge by Festus,' whereas 
the fact is that we have nothing left of Festus's epitome of this 

part of Verrius Flaccus, and must therefore draw all our infor- 
mation from Paulus. He may be responsible for the ut quon- 
dam and the past tenses; so that the manalis lapis, for aught 
we know, may have been used in Festus's day, that is, in the 
second or third centuries A.D., though this seems improbable. 
Of course it is possible that the past tenses may be due to 
Verrius Flaccus himself; but that the stone was still in use 

shortly before his day, in the time of Varro, seems clear from 
the following passage in Nonius (p. 547, s.v. trulleum): 

Trulleum, vas quo manus perluuntur. Varro de vita populi Romani 
lib. I .... et 'urceolum aquae manale vocamus quod eo aqua 
in trulleum effundatur. Vnde manalis lapis appellatur in ponti- 
ficalibus sacris, qui tunc movetur cum pluviae exoptantur.' 

From this passage it appears that the pontjfices had charge 
of the stone; so also says the so-called Servius (Schol. 
Danielis, Aen. 3, 175): 

Manare: hinc et lapis manalis quem trahebant pontifices quotiens 
siccitas erat. 

This is all that is left to us by the ancient writers 2 on the 

subject of the manalis lapis. Of the method of using it to 

procure rain, we learn that the pontifices 'drew it' (ducto, per- 
traherent, Paulus; trahebant, Servius; cf. movetur, Varro) 
into the city; further, from the words of Paulus, quod aquas 
manaret, manalem lapidem dixere, and from the fact that to 
Varro its shape or the manner of using it or both suggested a 
resemblance to a jug or ewer (urceolus), we may conjecture 

1 I enter no deeper into them here because the matter forms part of a special 
study in Festus upon which a student in Harvard University is now engaged. 

2 I deliberately omit Fulgentius, Expos. Setrm. Antiq. s.v. (p. I 2, Helm), for 
I am convinced not only by what has been published on the subject, but also by 
a thorough investigation of my own, that it is impossible to sift the corn (if corn 
there be) from the chaff which lies in that work. 
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that the stone was hollow and filled with water which was 
either poured from it (so Gilbert, Gesch. u. Topogr. der Stadt 
Rom, II, p. I54, n. I; Fowler, o.c., p. 233) or shaken from it 
as the stone was moved along. This will give us a case of 
sympathetic magic, paralleled by the case of the amphora at 
Crannon (see above, p. 95).1 It is perhaps worth repeating 
that (unlike that case) no god (Jupiter for instance) seems to 
have been invoked in connexion with the manalis lapis. 
Such rites, as Mr. Fowler remarks, need not necessarily be 
united with the name of a god, and I fully agree with him that 
we should " remember that the farther we probe back into old 
Italian rites, the less distinctly can we expect to be able to 
connect them with particular deities." It seems probable 
that the rite of the manalis lapis was very old; it is the only 
means of getting rain which we have found practised in the 

city of Rome; and we have no certain evidence that Jupiter 
was ever worshipped there as a rain-god. 

An attempt has, however, been made by Aust (Roscher's 
Lexicon, II, p. 656 ff.), on the basis of a suggestion by 
Gilbert (Stadt Rom, ibid.), to show that luppiter Elicius, who 
had an altar 'on the Aventine,' 2 was nothing but a rain-god 
and that the manalis lapis belonged to his cult. Mr. Fowler 
looks upon this theory with grave suspicion; I confess that I 
see no real evidence whatever in favor of it. The ancient 
authors treat Jupiter Elicius as a god who had to do with 
augural rites interpretative or expiatory of strokes of light- 
ning.3 Now it is true that the title Elicius is like the latter 
part of the word aquaelicium, and it was this resemblance 
which led Gilbert to suggest that the manalis lapis was part 
of the cult of Jupiter Elicius. Aust goes farther. Without 

1 Other conjectures are of course possible: for example, that water was splashed 
upon the stone or that it was given a bath in the Tiber, forms of rain-charms 
which are closely paralleled by those described by Frazer (Golden Bough, I2, 
p. o09 ff.) and others whose works he cites. 

2 Varro, L. L. 6, 94; Liv. I, 20, 7. 
8 But it seems probable that they also thought of him in connexion with the 

augural calling down of omens by lightning. To the passages cited by Aust 
should be added Plin. 2V. H. 28, 13; Manilius, i, 104; Seneca, N. Q. 2, 49. Cf. 
also Daremberg et Saglio, s.v. Fulmen, p. 1356. 
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noting how far away from an altar 'on the Aventine' was 
the point near the temple of Mars where the rain-charm was 

kept,l and without observing that aquaelicizm was a general 
term signifying any rite by which rain was sought, he jumbles 
together Varro, Petronius, Tertullian, and Paulus, the nudi- 

pedalia with the manalis lapis, to make thereof one single 
ceremony, the only Roman aquaeicizim, and this, he thinks, 
constituted the entire cult of the Aventine god. To reach 
this conclusion he requires us to believe that the ancient 
authors2 were entirely mistaken in their account of the 
functions of that god. Credat Apella, non ego; et Elicius 
securum agat aevum. 

This is all that I have been able to collect on the subject 
of rain-gods and rain-charms among the Greeks and Romans. 
Before summarizing briefly the results, I want to enter a dis- 
claimer. It has been by no means my intention to make 

light of the anthropological method of research or to uphold 
the philological as against it. I might have illustrated these 
remarks and made them far more interesting and fruitful by 
drawing from the rich stores of customs and myths of many 
peoples which have been gathered in recent years by eminent 

scholars; to mention names would be invidious. But I have 

deliberately foregone that opportunity, because it seemed to 
me that a time had come when it would be worth while to 
bring together what philology has to tell us upon our subject, 
to separate out facts from theories with scrupulous (even too 

1 Gilbert was led to bring these points into a somewhat intimate relation on 
account of his theory about a primitive independent community upon and near 
the Aventine. On this theory see Hiilsen's brief remark in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. 
Aventinus, p. 2283. 

2 Even admitting Aust's contention that the single source of all the authors on 
this point was Valerius Antias, it does not follow that this much-abused annalist 
did not tell the truth about the kind of god (the only real point at issue) that Jupiter 
Elicius was. We know Valerius chiefly as an unconscionable exaggerator of the 
numbers in the census and of men killed or captured in battle. Such distortions 
of truth are explainable; but what possible reason could he have had for describ- 

ing a rain-god as a lightning-god, or what right have we to suppose that he was 

ignorant of the general purport of ceremonies which went on in his own town 
round an altar which was probably still standing fifty years later in the time of 
Varro ? 
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scrupulous) care, and to submit the whole to whom it may 
concern, merely as memoires pour servir, whether to anthro- 

pologists or philologians or both. What follows, therefore, 
should be taken with due regard to the limitations which I 
have set about my method of procedure. 

The Greek ante-classical and classical writers are silent on 
the subject of prayers for rain and rain-charms. The subject 
first appears in the Alexandrine age, and most of our informa- 
tion about it is due to Pausanias. The earliest writer who 
mentions Zeus the rain-god as an object of worship is Lyco- 
phron (p. 84). But neither he nor the compiler of the 
Parian Chronicle (p. 85) refers to a contemporary worship, 
since they are dealing with myths. The first contemporary 
account is that of the worship of the Seasons in Athens as 
noted by Philochorus (p. 85); then comes the procession to 
Zeus Hyetios in the island of Cos (p. 85), and these with 
the prayer and rain-chariot magic rite at Crannon in Thessaly 
(p. 95), are our only contemporary evidences for rain-prayers 
or rain-charms on Greek soil prior to the Christian era. Only 
one of these is evidence for Greece proper. About one 
hundred and seventy-five years after Christ we find in Marcus 
Aurelius's "prayer of the Athenians" (p. 88), in an inscrip- 
tion in Phrygia (p. 88), and in Pausanias's accounts of the 

worship of Zeus Ombrios or Apemios on Mt. Parnes (p. 89), 
of Zeus and Hera on Arachnaeum (p. go), and of the magic 
rite in Arcadia (p. 94), our only remaining contemporary evi- 
dences.1 We find besides in Pausanias mention of Zeus 

Hyetios at Lebadea (p. 89) and Argos (p. 89), and of Zeus 
Ombrios on Hymettus (p. 89), but accompanied by no state- 
ment that worship was actually going on at these places at 
the time of writing. 

Finally, we have observed that our evidence for rain- 

prayers in Athens rests upon Philochorus and Marcus 
Aurelius alone (p. 88). 

In Latin even less is to be found. From Virgil and Ovid 
(p. 98) it is clear that it was recognized that farmers 

1 The Orphic Hymn to the Clouds (p. 91) I do not venture to attempt to date. 
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ought to pray for rain. The inscription to Jupiter Pluvialis 
of unknown provenance and date (p. Ioo) points in the same 
direction. The Manalis Lapis, the use of which cannot be 

proved for a time later than Varro's day, is the only rain- 
charm described by the Latin writers and the only rite for 
obtaining rain which is proved to have been practised in 
Rome itself (p. 102). Finally, in the Christian era, Petronius 

(p. Ioo) mentions a procession of matrons who, before the day 
of his story, had been wont to pray for rain to Jupiter; and 
about 200 A.D. a similar procession, the Nudipedalia, accom- 

panied by sacrifices to Jupiter, the whole authorized by the 
State and apparently pretty generally practised, is described 

by Tertullian (p. IOI). 
From these summaries it seems obvious that rain-prayers 

and rain-charms were (to use no stronger term) unusual in 
the best period of Greek and Roman culture, that is to say, 
in the fifth and early part of the fourth centuries B.C. in 
Greece, and during the fifty years which lie on each side of 
the beginning of the Christian era in the history of Rome. 
We ought not to be surprised at reaching this conclusion, 
for these were periods in which early beliefs and primitive 
explanations of natural phenomena found little favor. Neither 
is the revival of such beliefs, together with the incoming of 
new rites from the East, surprising in the ensuing centuries 
of both Greece and Rome with their decaying culture and 
their crazes for religious innovations. But there may be an 

entirely different reason for this remarkable absence of allu- 
sions to rain-gods and rain-prayers in the literature and in- 

scriptions. It appears to me very probable that in times of 
drought both Greeks and Romans were in the habit of pray- 
ing to the divinities of the well-springs, fountains, and sources 
of streams, and of the streams themselves, rather than to 
Zeus or Jupiter or any other god for rain, -that is, that they 
offered vows and prayers to the Nymphae or Lymphae and 
similar divinities. Evidence pointing toward this begins 
with Homer1 and is to be found scattered through the authors 

1 Od. 17, 211 f., 240. 
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both Greek and Latin and in many inscriptions. In the 
Arcadian rite described by Pausanias (p. 94) we observed 
that it was the nymph Hagno, not Zeus, whom the priest 
addressed. Rain followed in this case; but whether ordi- 

narily the nymphs were asked directly for rain or whether the 
custom was to leave it to them to fill wells and streams in 

ways unspecified, are questions into which I have no time 
now to enter. I merely suggest the topic to future investi- 
gators. 
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